To Hear Your Voice

Words and Music by EARL CARROLL

Moderately, with expression

If we should part, I'd watch the hours fleeting
If to the goal of life I went and hated, To leave the

start, I'd live for our next meeting; I know my heart, Would gladly stop its
whole of you behind unmatted; I know my soul, Would wander while it
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beating, For only this, dear, for this alone:
waited, For only this, dear, for this alone:

REFRAIN Tenderly

To hear your voice, the voice I heard, When love was calling

me, To hear your voice, that little word, Which
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gave you all to me;
To know again the love we knew, To know your love was still as true
As when you whispered, "I love you" To hear your voice, dear,
To hear your voice... To hear your voice.

Optional Ending
voice,
To hear, to hear your voice.